Darby Love – Valentine Cards
Technique: Alcohol Markers
Level: Beginner

TIME 20-30minutes

STAMPS:-
Darby Love – Impression
Obsession
Also available through Simon Says Stamp
Love Always – Simon Says Stamp

INKS:
VersaFine Onyx Black
Copic Markers:
Browns:  E31, E35, #57
Reds:  R24, R29, R39
Blender Pen

ACCESSORIES:
Nuvo Glitter Drops – White Blizzard
Uniball Signo White Gel Pen
Paper Cutter
Gina K Adhesive Dots
Glue Dots

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Class Crest Solar White 80 LB.  3-3/4 x 5 – card front
SSS Schoolhouse Red  3-7/8 x 5-1/8 – Mat
SSS – Black & Dark Chocolate  4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base.
Scrap of Neenah Solar white  stamp colour and cut out two extra hearts.

DIRECTIONS:
1. Stamp the image in VersaFine Onyx Black onto a piece of Neenah Solar White 80# cardstock
2. Colour the image with the copics
3. Stamp a couple of extra hearts onto scrap paper, colour and cut out
4. Stamp the sentiment from Simon Says Stamp - Love Always - also in VersaFine Onyx Black.
5. Adhere the art piece to a mat of Simon Says Stamp Schoolhouse Red cardstock.
6. Attach to an A2 card base of Dark Chocolate. For the second card, I made the card base Simon Says Black.
7. Use Glue Dots to attach the extra hearts
8. Add a small amount of Nuvo Glitter Drops to the hearts.

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used in today’s Darby Love Valentine Cards. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, it helps to keep my blog and YouTube channel running and I truly appreciate it.

Impression Obsession Cling Stamp...
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Impression Obsession Cling Stamp...
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Simon Says Clear Stamps LOVE ALWAYS...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100# DARK...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Neenah Classic Crest 80 LB SMOOTH...

Tsukineko VersaFine ONYX BLACK Ink...

Copic Sketch Marker E31 BRICK BEIGE...
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Copic Sketch Marker E35 CHAMOIS Light...

Copic Sketch Marker E57 LIGHT WALNUT...

Copic Sketch Marker R24 PRAWN Red
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Copic Sketch Marker R29 LIPSTICK RED...

Copic Sketch Marker R39 GARNET Dark Red

Copic Marker CLASSIC COLORLESS...
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Therm O Web Gina K Designs
ADHESIVE...
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